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Abstract: This work presents a decision support system for providing information and suggestions to airport users. The aim of
the study is to design a system both to improve passengers' experience by reducing time-spent queuing and waiting and to
raise airport revenues by increasing the time passengers spend in discretionary activities. Passengers' behaviour is modelled
with an activity-choice model to be calibrated with their mobile phone traces. The model allows predicting activity sequences for
passengers with given socio-demographic characteristics. To predict queue length at check-in desks and security control and
congestion inside commercial areas, passengers' movements are simulated with a microscopic simulation tool. A system to
generate suggestion has been designed: passengers are advised to perform mandatory activities when the predicted queue
length is reasonable and specific discretionary activities according to time available, user profiles, location distance, location
congestion and airport management preferences. A proof-of-concept case study has been developed: passengers' behaviour in
both cases of receiving and not receiving suggestion has been simulated. In the first case, passengers experienced less
queuing and waiting time; the time saved was spent in discretionary activities, improving passengers' airport experience and
increasing airport revenues.

1 Introduction
According to the European Organisation for the Safety of Air
Navigation [1], the number of flights in Europe will increase, from
9 million in 2012 to 14.4 million by 2035. The European
Commission itself promotes the use of existing infrastructure to
improve airport capacity, as efficiency has a great impact on both
customer satisfaction and the financial performance of airports [2].
In addition, airports are one of the main indirect sources of income
for a country, since they generate employment, attract investment,
stimulate tourism and contribute to world trade [3]; in Europe,
airports support 4.1% of the gross domestic product [4].

An airport is a complex environment in which pedestrians move
according to a schedule that contains a number of mandatory
activities (check-in, security control, etc.) and, depending on
available time, also a number of discretionary activities (eating,
shopping, etc.). Airport passengers may experience feelings of
anxiety, stress, and excitement, which make them react in unusual
ways so that they do not behave like ordinary shoppers in a typical
commercial area situation [5].

It is reported that a pleasant airport experience encourages
spending and influences future travel plans [6]. Retail concession
business is often an important element in the overall financial
portfolio of companies operating in airports [7]. In some cases,
non-aviation revenues account for as much as 53% of total
revenues [5]. It is therefore important for an airport manager to
improve passengers' experience, as this can also have a positive
outcome on revenues.

This work presents a decision support system for providing
information and suggestions to airport users. The aim of the study
is to design a system, which can both improve passengers'
experience, by reducing time spent queuing and waiting, and raise
airport revenues, by increasing the time passengers spend in
discretionary activities.

Passengers' behaviour is modelled with an activity-choice
model; its calibration has been thought as based on passengers'
mobile phone traces. The model allows analysts to predict activity
sequences for passengers with given socio-demographic
characteristics. To predict queue length at check-in desks and
security control and congestion inside commercial areas,

passengers' movements are simulated with a microscopic
simulation tool.

A system to generate suggestion has been designed and
developed: passengers are advised to perform mandatory activities
when the predicted queue length is reasonable, and specific
discretionary activities depending on time available, their tastes,
location distance, location congestion and airport management
preferences.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 briefly describes
the theoretical background; Section 3 presents the general
framework, divided into two main parts: the activity choice and the
suggestion generation; Section 4 contains a proof-of-concept case-
study illustrating the whole framework. Section 5 concludes with
some remarks and predicted future developments.

2 Background
To date, a number of models have been developed to simulate
passengers' behaviour inside airport terminals, and are classified as
macroscopic or microscopic. The former is often used to analyse
queues [8]; the latter is necessary for reliable and detailed
evaluation of the complex movements of every passenger [9].

Recently, some projects focusing on airport passengers have
been carried out: Airport of the Future Project [10] focuses on
safety, security, and efficiency, and has been applied in Australian
airports; Proactive Passenger Flow Management for Airports with
an Advanced Forecasting System [11] has developed a tool for
airport management, by predicting passenger flows inside the
terminal; and DORA [12] is an extended project to reduce
passengers’ travel time, providing them with real-time route
information from the origin (e.g. their home) to the aircraft.

Starting from literature considerations and the assumptions
briefly described above, this research project aims at integrating
simulation of passenger flows and information on route choices
provided to passengers inside airport terminals. To model
pedestrian demand, which is driven by the need to perform
activities in various locations, this work focuses on applying
activity-based models to airport passengers.

Although much pedestrian research has been published, it
mainly focuses on walking behaviour and crowd dynamics, not on
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activity choice. Bierlaire and Robin [13] present a general review
of pedestrian research, dividing walkers' behaviour into six steps:
activity, destination, mode, route, next step and speed choices.
From their review, it seems that the least studied step is activity
choice.

In another significant paper on the subject, Hoogendoorn and
Bovy [14] define three pedestrian behavioural levels:

• Strategic, which includes departure time and activity pattern
choices.

• Tactical, involving activity scheduling, activity area choice, and
route-choice to reach activity areas.

• Operational, i.e. walking behaviour.

In this hierarchy, expected utilities at lower levels influence
choices at higher levels, while choices at higher levels affect choice
sets at lower levels.

Their paper focuses on the tactical level, as the operational level
had already been covered by Hoogendoorn [15]. However, the
strategic level is not examined and pedestrian arrival patterns,
distinguishing groups of pedestrians having similar characteristics
(activity sets, travel purpose, demographic characteristics, etc.) are
assumed to be known a priori.

An interesting ‘strategic level’ approach was recently developed
by Liu et al. [16], who presented an activity-based travel demand
model within the context of an airport, focusing on activity
scheduling, destination and route choices and rescheduling models,
based on revealed and stated preference survey data. The typical
home-based structure of car-centric activity-based models is here
replaced by a nested structure which divides possible activities at
the airport into three phases: before check-in, before security, and
before boarding. They examine the behaviour of passengers with
differing socio-demographic characteristics (e.g. gender, age,
education, etc.) and flight characteristics (low-cost/ordinary airline,
number of pieces of luggage, etc.). Possible discretionary activities
at the airport are divided into five types. In this model, the output is
the probability that a given activity type is performed by a given
passenger type in a given time phase. The model cannot predict
activity duration or take into account time-of-the-day preferences.

Kalakou and Moura [17] focused on passengers' activity choice
before security control. A multinomial logit model was estimated
to explain passengers' choices regarding activities in the terminal
and, more specifically, whether they choose to perform only
aeronautical activities before passing the security checkpoint or
both aeronautical and non-aeronautical activities. Data were

collected with a revealed preference survey. They did not model
activity duration.

In the micro-simulation model of Ma [18] passengers are
constructed as intelligent agents who possess some initial basic
traits and can, therefore, be categorised into ten groups in terms of
route-choice preferences, by inferring the results of advanced traits.
These traits represent passengers' cognitive preferences, i.e. level
of hunger, relaxation, willingness to ask for help, etc. The study
used empirical data to validate the model, the use of surveys and
video cameras was suggested.

In his general review on activity-based models, Danalet [19]
stressed that most of them are not directly applicable to model
pedestrian behaviour because they have a ‘home’ location and a
tour-based structure: this is the case of many models (e.g. [20–26]).

In addition, the choices of activity types and schedules are often
not considered simultaneously, for combinatorial reasons [27]:
when examining simultaneously activity type and scheduling,
assuming that the period of interest contains T time units, the
number of alternatives is KT and the choice set size increases
exponentially. Considering tours or sequential order, without
timing, the size of the choice set decreases.

Danalet [19] developed a new model to fill this gap in the past
literature. Its main strengths are as follows:

• The absence of a home and tours-from-home structure.
• The absence of priority between activities (e.g. primary vs

secondary).
• Management of large choice sets, by important sampling

(Metropolis–Hastings algorithm [28]). This allows to
simultaneously modelling the choice of activity type, time-of-
the-day, and duration.

• The use of a single utility function for activity type, time-of-the-
day preferences, and duration. Represented as a path in a
network, the sequence is a single choice and utility is associated
with the full pattern.

For the above mentioned reasons, Danalet's model [19] was
used as a starting point for the present work. The activity types and
passenger characteristics of Liu et al. [16] influenced the definition
of the specific airport case-study scenario.

3 Model framework
Fig. 1 represents the overall framework of the proposed model. It is
divided into two main parts:

• activity choice and micro-simulation models predict passenger
behaviour and movements inside the airport terminal; and

• a suggestion generation model gives passengers personalised
information, depending on user profile, queue length prediction,
user position, and airport management interest.

The system is thought to be applied, at least initially, to a class
of profiled users composed by a limited number of subjects, i.e. the
frequent-flyer-card users of an Italian airport which has expressed
interest in adopting this system. These users, changing their
behaviour after receiving suggestions, do not significantly modify
queue length prediction. 

However, in view of a future extension to a wider user base, an
optimisation process is included in the system (red-dashed polygon
in Fig. 1). The objective is to maximise the activity sequence utility
for each passenger, with one of the constraints being the
suggestions given to the other passengers: the idea is to reach an
equilibrium condition, through an iterative process of utility
adjustment, where no individual passenger can increase her/his
own utility by switching sequence of activities.

The following sections present a detailed description of the
system components, with focus on those applied in the case-study
(see Section 4).

Fig. 1  Overall structure of the framework
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3.1 Activity choice model

In the activity choice model, all possible activity patterns are
represented in a network. The model was developed by Danalet
[19]; this work makes a further contribution by adapting it to the
case of an airport.

The network is shown in Fig. 2. It is discrete with respect to
activity types and time. 

All activities, which can be performed at the pedestrian facility,
are categorised as various activity types A1, A2, …, AK, for a total
of K types. For example, in an airport scenario, these activities can
be: performing a mandatory activity (check-in, security control),
eating, shopping, waiting, using the toilet, etc. Later in this section,
the specific activity types of this paper's case-study will be
described in detail.

After being defined, the time horizon (which, according to the
type of application, may be some minutes, some hours, an entire
day or even more) is divided into T time units. All time units
usually have the same duration, although not necessarily [29].
Time unit duration is closely related to the specific case-study.

There are two special nodes in the network, s and e. Node s
represents the starting node for every path in the network; it is
located before time unit 1 and does not belong to any single
activity type, but is linked to all activity types available at time 1.
Node e is the end node for every path, is located after time unit T
and is linked to all activity types available at time T.

The generic node Akt of the network represents activity k
performed by an individual at the time unit t. Links connect nodes
and represent activities Akt performed in order. Each node at time
unit t is linked to every node at the following time unit t + 1; this
represents the choice of changing activity type or maintaining it for
one more time unit.

An activity episode a = (Ak, t−, t+) in the activity network is
defined as an activity type Ak which the user is performing from
start time t− to end time t+. The length of an activity episode a is
a = t+ − t− + 1.

Activity paths A1:T represent activity patterns in the network and
are the alternatives in the choice process. Each activity path
contains T nodes (plus s and e) and Na activity episodes, which are
less than or equal to the number of nodes in the path.

In total the network contains KT + 2 nodes, 2K + K2(T − 1) links
and KT paths. A logit model is adopted to obtain the probability of
being chosen for each path, according to a utility function. Clearly,
the universal choice set cannot be used because of its size, so that
some kind of sampling strategy must be used to reduce the number
of alternatives.

Choosing between activity path alternatives allows the analyst
to model the activity generation and activity schedule at the same
time.

The deterministic part of utility is divided into three
components, as typically found in the literature (see [19, 30]): the
time-of-the-day preference, satiation effect and repetition effect.
The general equation for the utility is

VΓ = ∑
k = 1

K

∑
t = 1

T

∑
g = 1

G
V A + ∑

a = 1

Na

∑
g = 1

G
V(a) + ∑

g = 1

G
V(Γ) . (1)

The utility obtained with this equation is specific for path (activity
sequence) Γ and pedestrian group g.

The first element in the utility is time-of-the-day preference and
indicates the individual marginal utility of allocating a time unit to
a certain activity type. The time-of-the-day utility depends not only
on activity type k but also on time t at which the activity is
performed. It is a sum of K*T*G components

V A = βktgIktIg, (2)

where βktg is the generic parameter (to be calibrated), which
changes as a function of pedestrian group, activity type and over
time. Ikt is a dummy variable having value 1 when activity Akt
belongs to path p whose utility is being computed, and 0 otherwise.
Ig is another dummy variable having value 1 when the utility refers
to pedestrian group g and 0 otherwise.

The second element is the satiation effect, which takes into
account the ‘fatigue’ of performing an activity. The satiation effect
depends on the type and length of the activity episode and the
pedestrian group. Its equation is as follows:

V a = ηkgln a IkIg, (3)

where ηkg is the set of parameters to be calibrated: they change for
every activity type and pedestrian group and generally have a
negative value to represent disutility. The first dummy variable Ik is
1 when episode a belongs to activity type k, and 0 otherwise. The
second dummy variable Ig is 1 when the pedestrian in question
belongs to group g, and 0 otherwise. The term is then multiplied by
the natural logarithm of the activity episode length.

The third element is the repetition effect and accounts for the
effect of repetition of the same activity in the activity sequence. |k|
is the number of repetitions of a given activity type k

V Γ = β|k |gI|k|Ig, (4)

where β|k|g is the calibrated parameter, depending on passenger
group g and the number of repetitions of activity k. There are also
two dummy variables, the first is 1 when the sequence contains an
activity k repeated |k| times, and 0 otherwise. The second is the
same as in time-of-the-day and satiation effects and is 1 when the
individual belongs to pedestrian group g, and 0 otherwise.

The model is hypothesised to be calibrated according to
pedestrians' mobile phone traces. These traces must be pre-
processed; several procedures are reported in the literature [31, 32].

In the model estimation, the whole choice set cannot usually be
used, due to its size. Danalet [19] proposed using important
sampling, specifically the Metropolis–Hastings algorithm [33],
adapted to path sampling by Flötteröd and Bierlaire [28]. The
Metropolis–Hastings algorithm generates a Markov chain with a
predefined stationary distribution. Crucially this distribution need
not be normalised and therefore all the paths in the network need
not be enumerated.

The algorithm intuitively works as follows: given an origin and
a destination in the network, an arbitrary (e.g. the shortest) path
between the nodes is first assumed; the algorithm then repeatedly
carries out random modifications of the path; according to the
known probability of each random modification, this modification
is either accepted or rejected. This decision is made so that the
long-term frequency of the occurrence of each path in the process
coincides with the analyst's specification. For all details about the
Metropolis–Hastings sampling of paths see [28].

Path utility values are used to compute the probability of any
given path Γ being chosen by a passenger belonging to group g. A
logit model is used

Fig. 2  Activity network. Each node is an activity of type k performed at
time t [19]
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P(Γg) = eVΓ

∑p = 1
NΓ eVp

, (5)

The number of paths NΓ appearing in the equation is the total
number of sampled paths.

These activity choice probabilities can then be applied in a
micro-simulation software to represent the movement of
pedestrians and to obtain a number of outputs, e.g. queuing times
or pedestrian densities in selected areas.

In this airport case study, six different activity types are defined,
similar to those defined by Liu et al. [16]

• Mandatory: walking towards an active service point (e.g.
security checkpoint, boarding gate when it is open), standing in
a queue, being serviced.

• Eating: all activities involving moving to a point where food
and drink are provided in some form (restaurants, fast food
outlets, bars, automatic machines, etc.).

• Shopping: any activity during which passengers move to and
visit sales outlets.

• Other: all other activities performed at the airport not included
above, e.g. using the toilet facilities, asking for information.

• Waiting: moving to and staying in a waiting area, e.g. in the
entrance hall or in front of the gate. This includes queuing in
front of the gate before boarding procedures begin.

• Not-at-the-airport: passengers are not inside the airport's
pedestrian areas, i.e. they are outside the system.

For all passengers, the time horizon is defined as a span of time
before the scheduled flight departs. So end time is set as the time at
which the flight should depart; start time is set some hours earlier,
in order to ensure that a high percentage of passengers are included
in the model (i.e. they arrive at the airport after the start time). To
set the time horizon precisely, analysts should observe available
data, particularly passenger arrival times, set a percentage of
passengers to be included (e.g. 95 or 99%) and define the start time
accordingly.

Time unit length should also be chosen by examining the
observed sequences and it should be small enough not to ‘miss’
episodes: if an activity episode starts and finishes between
successive time units, it cannot be modelled. To avoid missing any
activity, very high time resolution (i.e. low time unit length) could
theoretically be chosen but, if the value of T is large, the network
dimension ‘explodes’, as the number of paths in the network is KT.
It is therefore important to keep this number as small as possible,
without losing too much precision for the activity types of interest.

In an airport passengers can be grouped according to several
characteristics, e.g. gender, age, flying frequency, travelling in a
group or not, arriving late or early, with online check-in or not,
using a low-cost or a traditional airline, etc. A combination of these
characteristics can identify several types of passenger groups. The
number of groups G greatly influences the number of parameters to
be estimated, because the time-of-the-day, satiation and repetition
parameters of each group must be estimated. This also influences
the size of the dataset needed for estimation, pre-processing and
calibration times.

3.2 Suggestion generation

The second component of the framework is an ‘engine’ which
generates a personalised suggestion for pedestrians, based on their
user profiles (i.e. pedestrian groups) and the outputs obtained from
the activity choice model and the micro-simulation. The method
presented here targets airport passengers, but can also be adapted to
other scenarios. The model for suggestion generation is divided
into two levels: (1) activity sequence suggestion; (2) location
choice suggestion.

The first and more important part of the model is to generate the
new activity sequence, which passengers should follow to reduce
their queuing and waiting times.

For each passenger group, the activity choice model of Section
3.1 indicates which activity sequence has the highest utility.

However, this sequence is not necessarily the ‘best’, but is the most
frequently chosen sequence, since the utility function is calibrated
with observed data. The target is to improve this sequence and thus
minimise queuing and waiting times. First, however, it is necessary
to modify some variables in the utility function, and then find the
new ‘best’ sequence.

While most of the activity types in the utility function have set
time-of-the-day parameters, the values of which are βktgIktIg,
‘mandatory’ and ‘waiting’ activity types have a different
formulation.

The mandatory activity time-of-the-day parameters are

V(A)1 = (β1tgI1t + γ1gEQTt)Ig, (6)

where k = 1 means that only mandatory activity parameters are
considered, EQT is the variable ‘expected queuing time’ and γg is
an estimated parameter.

With this EQT term, it is assumed that passengers have their
own ‘prediction’ on how the queuing times are going to evolve and
they are thus influenced by them when deciding exactly when to
pass through security control. As the micro-simulation tool output
can predict how queue length will actually evolve, the value of this
set of variables is modified, by replacing the ‘expected times’ with
the ‘predicted times’. All the parameters, including γ, remain
unchanged. The effect is that the new variables’ values modify the
utility value of all the paths in the activity network, assigning
higher values to activity sequences in which the mandatory activity
is performed when the queue length is low, and vice versa.

The ‘waiting’ time-of-the-day terms can also be modified in a
similar way. Their formulation becomes

V(A)5 = (β5tgI1t + γ5gIinfo)Ig, (7)

where k = 5 means waiting activity. Iinfo is a dummy variable equal
to 1 when passengers receive information regarding available time,
discretionary activities, etc. and 0 if no information is given. In this
way, the overall utility of sequences with long waiting times in
front of the gate is reduced.

After these variables have been modified, new utility values are
obtained for the paths in the network. At this point, it is necessary
to find the best activity sequence for each passenger group. If the
utility function is correctly calibrated, a new activity sequence is
expected to appear, in which waiting and queuing times are
reduced, with respect to the previous best activity sequence. Since
it is only necessary to identify the best path in the activity network,
a shortest-path algorithm can be applied. The problem is that only a
portion of the elements in the utility function is link-additive:
satiation effect and repetition effect parameters are not. This
prevents the analyst from applying a traditional shortest-path
algorithm; however, non-additive shortest path algorithms are
reported in the literature (see [34, 35]). Alternatively, the highest
utility path can be chosen from a limited set of possible paths,
obtained with a rule-based method. Further tests will identify the
most effective approach.

Assuming that the best activity sequence, which passengers
must follow, is known, it is then necessary to identify the best
locations in which to perform the activity episodes in the sequence.

A weight-based location choice model is developed, in which a
total weight W is assigned to each location i. W is a function of
other weights BW, CW, UW and AW and changes with time t

Wit = f (BWit, CWit, UWi, AWi), (8)

where

• BW is the base weight, and depends on passengers’ real-time
position compared with location i and time availability.

• CW is the congestion weight, and depends on the number of
people performing an activity at location i.

• UW is the user weight, and depends on the tastes of passengers
belonging to a given passenger group.
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• AW is the airport weight, and depends on which locations the
airport management wishes to advertise.

The user, at time t, will receive the suggestion to visit the
location with the highest total weight W. Alternatively, a list of
possible locations, sorted according to the total weight, may be
provided to the user.

By default, the system will decide the time t when to give
suggestions, but the user will have the ability to ‘ask’ the system
for a suggestion at any time t.

3.2.1 Base weight: The proposed equation for BW is

BWit =
− BWmax

Tt − tpi
Di + BWmax, if Tt − tpi > 0,

0, if Tt − tpi ≤ 0.
(9)

Given a user's position at time t, BW for location i decreases with
distance Di between user and location, according to time
availability Tt, which depends on the allocated remaining time in
the ‘best’ activity sequence.

All locations are also associated with a value tpi which
represents the minimum time required to perform an activity at
location i. That is, if there is not enough time to perform an activity
at location i, the user never receives a suggestion to go there.

BWmax is a parameter, which must be set by the analyst. It
‘weights’ the importance of BW in the calculation of overall W.

In the equation, distance is expressed in walking time. D0
represents the limit distance at which BW = 0. Locations farther
than D0 will never be suggested, because there is not enough time
to reach them, in view of time availability Tt and minimum time tpi.

3.2.2 Congestion weight: Another aspect, which must be
considered when making suggestions to users, is the degree of
saturation inside possible destinations. Priority is given to less
crowded places: this has a positive effect on both users and airport
management, e.g. passengers will spend less time queuing for
coffee or waiting for their meal to be prepared.

In the equation proposed here, CW decreases linearly with
congestion inside location i at time t + τ

CWit = c − nit + τ
Ni

+ 1 , (10)

where CW is computed at time t when the passenger receives the
suggestion. It takes into account capacity Ni of location i and the
number of passengers nit+τ who will be at location i at time t + τ,
where τ is the walking distance time between the user and location.

Since this number nit+τ is not the current number of people
inside the location, a prediction is needed. c is a ‘scale parameter’
which sets the effect of CW on overall location weight W.

The above equation is very simple; non-linear equations can
also be used. In addition, the average number n of pedestrians at
the location for the whole episode duration can be examined,
instead of only the instantaneous value of n.

3.2.3 User weight: The category types defined in Section 3.1 are
generic: one can eat in restaurants, fast food outlets, cafeterias, etc.;
shopping can be done in souvenir shops, clothes shops, etc.
Defining these generic categories was necessary, in order to reduce
the size of the decision network.

However, when a passenger receives a suggestion from the
system to perform a discretionary activity, it is also necessary to
take into account the fact that these generic categories contain
locations which offer very different types of services. Activity
types are therefore divided into sub-categories: for example,
‘eating’ can refer to restaurants, fast food outlets, and bar/
cafeterias. Then a logit model which takes into account several
socio-demographic characteristics of passengers (e.g. gender, age,
frequent flyer or not, etc.) can be calibrated.

When the system provides passengers with suggestions, it
knows to which group those passengers belong, and thus their
socio-demographic characteristics. It uses them to obtain the
probabilities for each sub-category. The UW for each location is
computed by multiplying this probability by scale parameter u

UWi = uP i . (11)

Given a certain passenger group, all locations belonging to the
same sub-category have the same UW. Unlike base and CWs, this
weight does not depend on time t.

The logit model parameters should be calibrated with surveys or
according to passengers' mobile phone traces.

3.2.4 Airport weight: The airport management may have an
interest in advertising some locations more than others, for
marketing reasons, to increase revenues, etc. For example, if the
management directly controls the smartphone application, which
sends suggestions to passengers, it can ask the owners of those
commercial activities to pay for publicity in the app.

The airport management should choose a value of advertising
factor (af) for every location in the airport – ideally a value
between 0 and a fixed maximum number. The app should be
designed for easy modification by the airport management. AW is
obtained, for every location, by multiplying af by scale parameter α

AWi = α × afi . (12)

This weight should not depend on time t, but the management
might want to assign different values of af, depending on
passengers' time horizons and/or time-of-the-day.

Before applying this weight system to a real-world scenario,
tests must be carried out to set scale parameters BWmax, c, u and α.
These parameters control the importance of every weight in
computing overall weight W. Further modifications to them can
also be made after the smartphone application release, in order to
improve the effectiveness of these solutions.

4 Proof-of-concept case-study
The case-study presented below is a proof-of-concept, to illustrate
how the whole system works.

The six activity types described in Section 3.1 were used in the
activity choice model. Time horizon and time unit length were set,
respectively, at 180 and 5 min, according to typical arrival curves
found in the literature [2, 18, 36]. Passengers were divided into
three groups, according to their arrival times:

• Early: arriving between 3 and 2 h before flight departure time.
• In-time: arriving between 2 and 1 h 15 min before flight

departure time.
• Late: arriving between less than 1 h 15 min before flight

departure time.

The model cannot be calibrated without real data from
passengers' smartphone traces. The utility function parameters for
this proof-of-concept case study were set directly by the authors.
Parameters were not randomly set; suggestion from the literature
[16, 19, 29] and in some cases, authors' personal experience were
applied.

As the logit model could not be used on the universal choice set
due to the extremely high number of alternatives, 30 paths were
sampled by the authors. Of these, 10 paths were for early arriving
passengers, 13 for in-time ones and 7 for late ones.

The logit model containing the utility function parameters was
implemented in Matlab. As inputs, the script needs:

• A matrix containing the sampled paths. Each row is a path, with
one column for every time unit. In each cell, a number ranging 1
to 6 indicates the activity type.

• Three matrices containing the time-of-the-day, satiation and
repetition parameters.
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The model provides as output the probability of each sequence
being chosen by each passenger group.

To represent the movements of each passenger inside the airport
terminal, Nomad micro-simulation software, developed at the Delft
University of Technology [37–39], was used.

As inputs, this software requires a representation of the airport
terminal, the activity sequence probabilities obtained from the
activity choice model, and the calibration of a weight system for
the location choice.

The airport terminal layout used is shown in Fig. 3. Although it
is simplified with respect to a real-world terminal, it is sufficiently
complex to avoid this case study to be trivial. In view of the small
number of possible destinations for each activity type, location
choice was not implemented with the in-built model, but directly
by the analyst, in order to have more control over the system. 

The simulation consisted of a 15-min pre-load phase and a 3-h
simulation time. 660 pedestrians entered the simulation. The main
focus was on 300 of them, representing passengers starting to enter
the simulation just after the pre-load phase and boarding a flight at
the end of the simulation. The remaining were 300 passengers
boarding 1 h 30′ after the pre-load phase and 60 that would have
board 4 h 30′ after the pre-load phase. Of the 300 passengers of
interest, 50% were in-time arriving passengers, 30% late
passengers and 20% early passengers. These percentages were
chosen according to arrival curves found in the literature [18]. The
simulation was run five times. This number was chosen in view of
the relatively small variance among the outputs of each run and the
relatively long computational time required for each run (about 1 h
20 using a PC with an Intel ® Core™ i5-6200U processor running

at 2.30 GHz, PC RAM was 4.00 GB). In a real-world application,
the simulation would optimally be run several times, in order to
increase prediction precision.

Two outputs were obtained from this simulation: the trend of
queue length (Fig. 4) at security control and the occupation trend
inside sales areas. 

The suggestion generation model was applied to three
passengers, one for each type (early, in-time and late arrivals).

The utility function variables had to be modified in order to find
the new ‘best’ activity sequence, substituting expected queuing
time (EQT) in the mandatory time-of-the-day part with the
predicted queue length trend, obtained from the micro-simulation.
The value of dummy variable Iinfo, in the waiting time-of-the-day
part of the utility function, was also changed to 1. To find the
sequence with the highest utility for each passenger group, a
traditional shortest-path algorithm (Bellman–Ford) was applied,
omitting satiation and repetition non-link-additive parameters. The
results were still representative, the aim being to give a proof-of-
concept illustration of the whole procedure, although a non-
additive shortest-path algorithm is recommended for a real-world
application.

In this way, the system could identify the best sequence for each
passenger, as follows. The security control start time is set at a
moment when the queue length is short: for example, in Fig. 5 the
early passenger is advised to pass through security control 100 min
before flight departure time, whereas without this suggestion
he/she would have done it 15 min earlier, queuing for a longer
time. Note that there would have been another no-queue window in
the last 30 min before departure. An activity path containing a
mandatory activity that late in the sequence has a much lower
modified utility, because the base mandatory time-of-the-day utility
is extremely low in the last 30 min (very few passengers are
observed to pass through check-in or security control at that time).
In other words, latest times for mandatory activities are addressed
implicitly in the model, as no passenger will be observed
performing a mandatory activity after a certain time. 

The best sequence also contains discretionary activities; in the
second level of the suggestion generation model, a specific location
was assigned, to each of these activities, with the weight system
shown in Section 3.2.

The weight system was implemented in Matlab. The script
needs the following inputs:

• suggested activity sequence;
• current time, expressed in minutes until departure time;
• current user position, expressed in distance from all airport

locations;
• minimum time tpi to perform an activity, for all locations;
• CWs for every location at every time (given a time discretisation

lower than or equal to time unit length);
• AWs for all locations.

Since the passenger groups were only defined according to their
arrival time (which is not a socio-demographic characteristic),
UWs were not considered. The output was a vector containing all
the locations total weights W. The location with the highest weight
is advised. A location already suggested to a specific user cannot
be suggested again.

Lastly, for each of the three passengers, a sequence of activities
is obtained, associated (for discretionary activities only) with
specific locations. Users receive suggestions so that they can
follow this sequence.

To assess the suggestion effect on passengers, Nomad micro-
simulation software was again used. A new simulation was run; the
authors uploaded in the system the three passengers who follow
suggestions exactly and three other passengers, generated at
exactly the same time, respectively, who follow their original
activity sequences, thus ignoring the suggestions. All other
pedestrians in the simulation did not receive any kind of
information and behaved as they had done in the first runs. After
running the simulation five times, a comparison was made between
passengers who followed and did not follow the suggestions. The

Fig. 3  Proof-of-concept case-study: airport terminal layout
 

Fig. 4  Prediction of queue length. Average value after five runs
 

Fig. 5  Suggestion effect on early arriving passenger
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aim was to verify the suggestion effect on queuing time at security
control, waiting time in front of the gate and activity time (i.e. time
spent in other activities).

Table 1 shows these comparisons. Queuing time is reduced for
the early passenger who postpones the moment when he/she passes
through security control, saving 90% of the queuing time (see
Fig. 5). The in-time passenger also decreases queuing time
significantly, whereas the late passenger, in this case, is suggested
to go to security control at exactly the same time he/she would
have gone anyway, so queuing time remains virtually unchanged.
In a real-world application, reducing the queuing time for early
passengers would probably be easier than for late ones, because
there is more time available in the time horizon to find a good low-
queue window. 

Waiting times were also enormously reduced. Within these
values, the last 5 min in the sequence was not considered, because
it was assumed that boarding starts 5 min before departure.

The time saved by reducing queuing and waiting is re-invested
by passengers in discretionary activities. The increase in activity
time is particularly great, in relative terms, for the late passenger.

This is, of course, an example in which everything was under
the analyst's control. In a real airport, without this suggestion
system, some passengers move to the gate early because they are
worried of losing their flight and they do not know how far they are
from their gate; others genuinely want to spend time in front of the
gate, (e.g. reading, using the smartphone, contemplating, etc.).
With our system, the former passengers will reduce their stress and
spend more time in discretionary activities, ideally in the suggested
locations. The latter type of passenger at some point will start
ignoring discretionary activity suggestions and move to the gate.

This means that the saved queuing time will not be completely
re-invested in activity time, but some passengers will actually
increase their ‘waiting’ time. Although that goes against one of the
aims of the system (i.e. increasing activity time), it does not just
have a negative connotation for airport management, as passengers,
improving their airport experience, may be more likely to return to
the airport.

We illustrated here the results that this system can achieve and
which indicators can show whether the system is working or not.

5 Conclusion and further research
This work presents a method to make suggestions to airport
passengers, based on user profiles (i.e. passenger groups), in order
to reduce queuing and waiting times, thereby improving
passengers' satisfaction and increasing airport revenues.

In the system framework (Fig. 1), the behaviour of passengers
with different socio-demographic characteristics is modelled with
an activity-choice model. Queue lengths and congestion inside
commercial areas are predicted thanks to a pedestrian microscopic
simulation tool. Passengers are suggested to perform mandatory
activities when the predicted queue length is reasonable and
specific discretionary activities according to time available, user
profiles, location distance, location congestion and airport

management preferences. A proof-of-concept case study has been
presented in Section 4: passengers' behaviour in both cases of
receiving and not receiving suggestion has been simulated. In the
first case, passengers experienced less queuing and waiting time,
and the time saved was spent in discretionary activities.

Further research will focus on two issues:

• system dynamics;
• users' feedback effect.

The system presented in the case study is static because it deals
with a limited user-base and all the predictions made depend on the
activity choice model, which is calibrated with historical data, i.e.
mobile phone traces. However, app users' traces can be used to
regularly re-calibrate the model, adapting it to changes in
passengers' behaviours and therefore improving its prediction
reliability (red-dashed arrow in Fig. 1). Real-time information on
smartphone locations can also be exploited to gather indications on
system performance and improve short-term queue length
predictions.

Feedback effect is particularly important in choosing the right
moment when to suggest mandatory activities. Queue length trend
may be significantly different from predictions because passengers
modify their behaviour following suggestions. This difference
depends, of course, on the number of users receiving and following
instructions. Queue length prediction should take into account the
behaviour of passengers receiving information (compliance).

The structure of the system presented in this paper is flexible
and can be adapted to different pedestrian environments (e.g.
railway stations, intermodal centres, malls, exhibitions), to a
limited or a wide user-base.
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